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Classical music has a deceptive way of appearing very pure. When we listen to an orchestral concert it’s as if the

masterpieces float down from Heaven, where they live serene and eternal alongside all the other masterpieces, and then

float back again, untouched by the world.

Last night’s concert from the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra was very different. We were offered something that

didn’t pretend to be pure, something that owed its existence to the turbulent politics of mid-19th-century Europe. “Vor

Hundert Jahren” (A Hundred Years Ago), a play with music, had been forgotten until Kirill Karabits, enterprising

conductor of the BSO, came across it in a library in Weimar. The music is by the most flamboyant genius in classical music

Franz Liszt, the play by the Austrian Friedrich Halm. It’s basically a stirring call for unity to the German peoples, who at

that time were divided into a myriad little states. Britain was already Britain, France was France – Germany had yet to be.

What was needed to make the stirring call effective was a symbolic occasion, and in 1859 the perfect one presented itself. It

was the centenary of the birth of Friedrich Schiller, great poet and playwright and author of the Ode to Joy made famous

by Beethoven. Halm came up with an allegorical scenario in which the downcast soul of Germania despairs at the small-

minded hopelessness of her own people. Poetry appears and says never fear; Schiller’s plays of noble resistance to tyranny

will inspire them, and Germany will rise. As they converse, Liszt’s music supplies the necessary mood, sometimes

oppressed and lost, sometimes yearning, sometimes heroic.

It sounds like a recipe for high-flown tosh, the kind of historical curiosity that really should be left to slumber on a library

shelf. In fact it was strangely ming, thanks in large part to the stirring performances from Sara Kestelman as Germania and

Jemma Redgrave as Poetry. To be at a fever-pitch of exalted intensity for almost an hour is quite a stretch, but they

managed it. Gerard McBurney, the brilliant theatrical animateur who’s now the go-to man for this sort of project, brought

this stiff allegory to life with a few deft touches. There was a projected backdrop of the mysterious German forest, and

occasional sounds to take us into the world of Schiller’s plays (cowbells for William Tell, of course). Up above in the gallery

the Three Fates, stirringly impersonated by Ruby Russell, Laura McKay and Jordan Finding, foresaw the glorious rise of

Germany.

And there was the music. It was no surprise to discover that it was uneven, with passages of mysterious, clairvoyant beauty

and fevered yearning next to fairly ordinary fanfares and marches. Franz Liszt was the most uneven of all the great

composers, and even his best works have dull patches. But if this isn’t among his best ones, it’s certainly not negligible. I

could see the superb overture taking on an independent life in the concert hall. It was fascinating to hear Liszt’s only

completed dramatic work, alongside other indubitably Germanic music from Hummel and Richard Strauss, all beautifully

played. More than that, it was a moving reminder that German nationalism, a subject which now arouses anxious historical

memories of a more recent date, was at its birth a noble and inspiring thing. IHIH
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